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Since its emergence in the sixteenth century, modernity has been
defined in contrast to the allegedly ‘dark’ or irrational Middle Ages.
Although medieval imagery was repeatedly revived in later cultural
contexts, such as German Romanticism or the nineteenth-century
English Arts and Crafts movement, it suffered its ultimate demise in
the trenches of the First World War, which inspired the breakthrough
of consciously modern ways of expression in arts and literature.

As the book by Stefan Goebel makes clear, this rough picture is
not only simplified, but decidedly wrong. Far from eliminating
medieval motifs from the modern world, the First World War creat-
ed an unparalleled opportunity for medievalist authors and artists to
offer meaning and consolation in the face of the terrible devastation
wrought by modern warfare. Medievalism managed to establish a
firm hold over significant aspects of remembrance activities well into
the 1940s, when the experiences of the Second World War finally and
widely discredited most attempts to draw heartening lessons from
war.

Goebel demonstrates the long survival of medievalist motifs in
the twentieth century, and by dealing with the written and visual
legacy of two countries reveals common approaches and significant
differences. The first difference concerns the protagonists of remem-
brance after the war. In Germany, with its long tradition of conscrip-
tion, veterans’ associations played a vocal part in the establishment
of war memorials; in Britain, the organization of remembrance was
dominated more by members of local communities. While in Britain
medievalist imagery associated with Catholi cism aroused Protestant
suspicions, in Germany, critical Social Democrats could cause prob-
lems. Another fundamental difference in post-war remembrance
emerged from the outcomes of the war. In both countries, the mem-
ory of the war was related to the need to find consolation for the sur-
viving members of the families of fallen soldiers and of civilian casu-
alties. Yet in Germany war was also associated with defeat. While in
Britain the war effort could be presented as a successful crusade for
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freedom and justice, many German allusions to medieval motifs
served the remobilization of national pride. Goebel succinctly analy-
ses the fortress-shaped Tannenberg memorial in East Prussia, which
maintained the legitimacy of the wartime claims of expansion to the
East. Moreover, the story of King Frederick Barbarossa residing in
the Kyffhäuser mountain until the day of Germany’s reawakening
became a staple of right-wing ideologues who tried to rescue a mes-
sage of redemption and Germany’s future greatness from the spoils
of the war. Such discourses lived side by side with a more general
tendency in German memory to present the war as a matter of
national defence against unjust enemies—a form of self-perception
that facilitated the ascription of heroism and value even to the sol-
diers of a defeated nation. 

One of the most inspiring aspects of Goebel’s study is the wide
range of source material he has drawn upon in order to reach his con-
clusions. About sixty illustrations document war memorials, sculp-
tures, and buildings as well as the products of the visual arts, heroes’
groves, and stained-glass windows. The latter are an example of
national variants in the media of medievalist war remembrance.
Stained-glass windows in local parish churches were typical for cop-
ing with the war in Britain. Iron-nail statues, on the other hand, were
a German specialty. Often in the shape of medieval knights, they
became focal points for a seemingly remote ritual: people gathered to
drive nails into wooden statues on public display. This ritual served
to mobilize the people financially and culturally, but it also offered
opportunities for private grief and displays of ‘iron’ determination to
persist with the war effort.

The sheer variety of Goebel’s source material occasionally tempts
the author to blend motifs from different origins into one great nar-
rative. For example, the medievalist legacy allowed references to his-
torical figures as well as to characters from poetry and literature; the
visual representation of the Middle Ages during and after the war
could draw on original medieval models but may also have been
nothing more than a product of the imagination born from the
medievalist revivals of the nineteenth century.

Goebel’s style of arguing throughout the book might be called
‘dialectical’. The five chapter headings each contrast two stark terms
that underline the wide scope of the war experience. ‘Catastrophe
and Continuity’ traces attempts by both societies to come to terms
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with the caesura of the war, while at the same time seeking for mean-
ing in the war effort. ‘Mission and Defence’ analyses how medieval-
ist imagery such as, for example, that of the sword, helped people to
formulate statements about the nature of the conflict. ‘Destruction
and Endurance’ shows how representations of medieval armoury,
with its associations of steel and strength, underpinned calls for
endurance during the experience of industrialized mass warfare,
while hopes for ‘Regeneration and Salvation’ were expressed by
invoking medieval motifs in the use of myths and the construction of
soldiers’ tombs.

One of the most fascinating chapters juxtaposes ‘Chivalry and
Cruelty’. This juxtaposition is of fundamental importance since as far
as medieval images are concerned, chivalric diction constituted the
most formidable contrast to the atrocities committed during the war.
In some cases, such as that of the famous ‘Knights of the sky’, visions
of honourable one-to-one duels covered the much bleaker reality of
air-raids. Whereas the pilots themselves at least cultivated rituals of
respect for their enemies, any more generalized war discourse in
both countries was locked into mutual accusations of unchivalric
behaviour. After the war, however, Germans often recognized the
British as ‘gentlemen’, reserving the epithet ‘brutes’ for the French (p.
208). Goebel’s observation at this point shows that the role of
medievalism in war remembrance calls for the integration of further
national perspectives, the French being one. Goebel’s study prepares
the ground for such an attempt and impresses the reader both by the
quality of its argument and the originality of its methodology.

Goebel himself relates his results to some recent historiography of
the First World War. He argues that mourning (private grief) and
mobilization (public grief) did not represent two mutually exclusive
functions of war remembrance, but went hand in hand. Even more
interesting, however, is his contribution to the history of modernity
which, as he shows, was intimately tied up with the survival of
medieval imagery. As far as the countries Britain and Germany are
concerned, Goebel’s results are well balanced. On the one hand, he
notices ‘significant overlaps between the composition of national
medievalisms’ (p. 288). Often members of particular social classes
seem to have had more in common across national borders than with
their own countrymen of a different class. On the other hand, ‘British
representations of the First World War differed in a host of ways
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from German encodings’ (p. 289). This might be seen both as a con-
clusion to a stimulating book, and as an invitation to further transna-
tional research.
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